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This author is a
multi-media
international
sci-fi and
fantasy
superstar.
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are ‘the gates
to the future’.
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THE LIBRARY CAMPAIGN – AIMS AND OBJECTIVES:
To advance the lifelong education of the public by the promotion, support, assistance
and improvement of libraries through the activities of friends and users groups.

ELECTED OFFICERS
CHAIR: Laura Swaffield
36 Crewdson Road, London SW9 0LJ. Tel: 020 7587 3517. email: lswaffield1@gmail.com
SECRETARY: Elizabeth Ash
39 Mayfield Road, Sanderstead, South Croydon CR2 0BG.
Tel: 020 8657 3535. email: elizabethashmobile@googlemail.com
TREASURER: Martin Wright
24 Fairlands Road, Sale, Manchester M33 4AY. Tel: 0161 718 3637. email: wrightm191@hotmail.com

MEMBERS OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

The Library Campaign
39 Mayfield Road, Sanderstead,
South Croydon CR2 0BG
Tel: 0845 450 5946
email: thelibrarycampaign@gmail.com
www.librarycampaign.com
Twitter: @LibraryCampaign
Facebook: The Library Campaign
Registered charity (England & Wales) No. 1102634

JOIN US!
It costs you little.
It makes library users
much stronger.
Our membership form is on
page 20. Get extra (and larger)
copies at:
www.librarycampaign.com/
join-the-library-campaign/
Queries: 020 8651 9552 or
thelibrarycampaign@gmail.com

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
MEETINGS
The Officers and the Executive Committee meet
regularly every two months, 1–4pm usually on a
Saturday, usually in central London. Campaign
members are always very welcome to attend. If you
want to come to a meeting contact the Secretary to
receive an agenda. We would like to hold more of
these meetings in the regions, both to encourage
members to come and to help those committee
members who have a long journey to London. We
have recently met in Lewes, Birmingham and
Rotherham. If a local group would like to invite us to
meet in their area, we would be delighted to come.

Geoffrey Dron, email: geoffrey.dron@gmail.com
Kathleen Frenchman, email: frenchmank@gmail.com
Ian Stringer, email: ianmstringer@gmail.com
Alan Templeton, email: templeton_alan@hotmail.com
Alan Wylie, email: lobey66@hotmail.com, blog: http://dontprivatiselibraries.blogspot.co.uk
EDITOR: Laura Swaffield
36 Crewdson Road, London SW9 0LJ. Tel: 020 7587 3517. email: lswaffield1@gmail.com
FRIENDS GROUPS LIAISON AND CO-ORDINATOR: Vacant – if interested, please contact the Secretary
The following organisations send representatives to attend steering group meetings:
Unison,
Chartered Institute of Library & Information Professionals (CILIP),
Association of University Teachers,
University of the Third Age.

WHO’s WHO?
Quick guide to some of the many things relevant to libraries ...
1964 Act (Public Libraries & Museums Act 1964) says all local authorities have a statutory duty to
provide a public library service, which must be ‘comprehensive and efficient’ and available to all who
wish to use it. Libraries are NOT optional. It gives the Secretary of State power to enquire – and
intervene – if standards fall short. These powers have barely been used.
ACE (Arts Council England) now has ‘responsibility for supporting and developing libraries’. As yet
unclear what that means in practice.
CILIP (Chartered Institute of Library & Information Professionals): the professional body for
librarians in all types of library.
CIPFA (Chartered Institute of Public Finance & Accountancy) collects figures on library
performance and on user satisfaction.
DCLG (Department for Communities & Local Government): the central government department
responsible for local government. It provides most of local councils’ funding. It does not determine how
much of it is spent on libraries.
DCMS (Department for Culture, Media & Sport): sets central government’s policy on libraries
(among other things), but does not fund them. It is headed by the Secretary of State, with one minister
more directly responsible for libraries (among other things).
LGA (Local Government Association) lobbies on behalf of local government. Does some useful work
on public libraries, but ultimately sides with councils, not library users.
MLA (Museums, Libraries & Archives Council): ACE’s predecessor.
NLT (National Literacy Trust): charity ‘dedicated to building a literate nation’ – which includes
promoting reading for pleasure. Huge source of information, campaigns and projects.
SCL (Society of Chief Librarians): advises LGA on library matters. Does useful work on public
libraries, but sticks to ‘quiet diplomacy’.
Unison: the trade union for most public library staff. Good research and promotional materials.
TRA (The Reading Agency): charity to develop reading, especially via libraries. Dozens of projects to
promote books, especially to key groups like children, reluctant readers, ethnic minorities etc.
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LIBRARIES ARE ABOUT FREEDOM
Neil Gaiman speaks out on the magic of
literacy, imagination, information – and
libraries.

7

QUESTIONS FOR LOCALITY
Trevor Craig talks to Steve Wyler of
Locality, a chief force behind ‘localism’.

9

ACE MEETS THE LIBRARY CAMPAIGN
Ian Anstice reports on TLC’s meeting with
the new man at the Arts Council who’s
responsible for public libraries.

THIS IS ACTION YEAR!
The third national conference for public library users, workers and campaigners – backed by
a network of national organisations and individual campaigners alongside The Library
Campaign: Elizabeth Ash, Campaign for the Book, CILIP, Unison and Voices for the Library.

Come, discuss what libraries really need – and help us make sure it happens!
Places are limited – advance booking is essential
Places allocated on a strictly first come, first served basis, on receipt of payment
Cost: £20 (unchanged since last year) including tea & coffee breaks, sandwich lunch
This year we have our best-ever line-up of experts.
The experts include YOU – the people who work and (if necessary) fight
to protect our essential public library service.
Plus five key figures – all the major players at national level:
Brian Ashley, Director, Libraries, Arts Council England
Phil Bradley, President of CILIP (Chartered Institute of Library & Information Professionals)
Janene Cox, President of SCL (Society of Chief Librarians)
Yinnon Ezra, Advisor for Libraries, DCMS (Department for Culture, Media & Sport)
Heather Wakefield, Head of Local Government, UNISON
Plus two more experts on the real situation:
Steve Davies, lecturer in social sciences, University of Cardiff
Alan Gibbons, author, education consultant and Campaign for the Book

Brian Ashley

Phil Bradley

Janene Cox

Yinnon Ezra

Heather Wakefield

Steve Davies

15 THE REAL PICTURE
The Library Campaign will soon be
presenting this paper to the All-Party
Parliamentary Group on Libraries.
18 LIBRARIES CHANGE LIVES 2013
What public libraries can do, given the
chance.
19 NO EASY ANSWER
Andrew Coburn argues that council
‘recharges’ may not be the easy target
that some think.
20 JOIN US! Application form to join The
Library Campaign. Together, libraries are
stronger...

Alan Gibbons

THIS IS A UNIQUE CHANCE FOR A REAL DIALOGUE BETWEEN ALL THOSE
BEST-PLACED TO MOVE LIBRARIES OUT OF CRISIS AND INTO ACTION.
SO BE THERE!
THE LIBRARY CAMPAIGN UNDERTAKES TO MAKE SURE THIS CONFERENCE
GETS US ALL WORKING TOGETHER ON THE THINGS THAT REALLY MATTER.

INFORMATION/BOOKING
Online booking form: https://speakupforlibraries.eventbrite.co.uk/
Information/telephone bookings: 020 7255 0540

FOLLOW US:
https://twitter.com/speakup4libs
@SpeakUp4Libs #SUFLConf13
https://www.facebook.com/SpeakUpForLibraries
www.speakupforlibraries.org

13 RETURN TO PLANET ED!
The minister’s latest everything’s-all-right
speech – and why it’s all wrong.

JOIN US AFTER THE CONFERENCE!
The Library Campaign is hosting a
get-together, straight after the
conference ends, for those who
want to network further.

THE LIBRARY
CAMPAIGN
maintains a

FREE LIST
of local

FRIENDS AND
USER GROUPS
with their contact details,
on our website.
If you know of a new (or old!) group
that is not on our list, please notify:
thelibrarycampaign@gmail.com
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IT’S OFFICIAL!
Libraries up for grabs!
We thought we’d seen it all. But there was
widespread horror this October at a new entry
on the government’s gov.uk website, under the
heading ‘Take part’.
It trilled: ‘Create a community library... Find out
how you can help support local libraries, including
taking on ownership and management.’
And it went on to explain: ‘Public library services
are highly valued by the communities they serve... If
you want to take over a library building, or if you
want to run the library service, the “My Community
Rights” programme has advice and practical help,
including details of funding.’
And so on. Disarmingly, the entry ends by asking:
‘Is there anything wrong with this page?’
Well, yes, there is.
It’s bad enough that many local councils are trying
to dump libraries on to volunteers – often in the most
deprived areas least able to cope.
It’s a new thing to find that it’s now official
government policy. And that the government is going
over local councils’ heads and begging all and sundry
to ‘create a library’.
We’ve yet to find an example of a community that
truly volunteered to run their library.
They do it in desperation, having tried every
democratic means to save it. Their idea is that once
a building closes, it is gone for ever. If it is kept going
in some fashion, there’s a chance it can re-open
properly one day. When sanity returns.
Volunteer libraries emerged, by accident, as a
strategy when councils found that people were
stubbornly opposed to mass closures.
A pretty cynical strategy, often. Many such
libraries will struggle, and fail. Then the council can
say: ‘Well, you didn’t care enough...’
Where such libraries do cope, it’s because they
get a lot of council support. The resulting savings are
minimal.
So far, this disastrous trend has been left to
develop with no real attention – the elephant in the
room. Ed Vaizey’s latest policy speech (pages
13–14), for instance, doesn’t even mention it.

Letter to the minister
17th October 2013
Dear Ed
I had been meaning for some time to ask for
a reply to my letter of 17th May.
In part it said: ‘I am amazed at the complete
dearth of support for those who are being force
d
to take on a library, as the only way to save it.
‘If you and the Arts Council really think
volunteer libraries are such a great idea, why are
you not providing advice and support?’
I enclosed a list of 23 common problems that
are being painfully thrashed out locally, with no
central guidance.
The result is maximum damage to services,
much wasted effort and minimal savings.
At the time, the government’s attitude to the
headlong rush into DIY libraries was passive
acceptance.
It has now seemingly turned into active
promotion – still with no support. So the situation
has become even more urgent.
Can we have an answer, please?
Thank you.
Laura Swaffield
Chair, The Library Campaign

Well, it’s gone too far now.
The Library Campaign immediately commented:
‘[We] really had thought the government couldn’t
sink any lower on libraries. But now it’s moved from
lazily passive to actively hostile.
‘People don’t want to run libraries. Even those who
end up doing it. They want a proper service run by
professionals. That’s what you need in the
information age.
‘What next? Create your own hospital?’
And CILIP, the librarians’ professional association,
followed up with ‘deep concern that the official
government website, gov.uk, is being used to
promote volunteer-managed community libraries

The Reading Agency runs the wonderful
Summer Reading Challenge, keeping up
children’s reading skills through the
summer holidays – and making it fun. This
year it reached 750,000 children.
Maybe not too many in Croydon, though.
This torn poster, inside an impenetrably
scruffy ‘display’ case, was the ... er ...
publicity for it outside Croydon Central
Library. Taking this year’s ‘creepy’ theme a
bit too literally?
ahead of those delivered by local authorities, staffed
by professionals.
‘CILIP also reminds Ed Vaizey, minister with
responsibility for libraries, that the provision of public
libraries is statutory under the 1964 Public Libraries
Act and seeks urgent clarification of the
government’s position.
‘Phil Bradley, CILIP President, said: “We are very
concerned that gov.uk gives the impression that
creating a community library is a preferred method
of service delivery for government. Setting up library
services requires professional knowledge and
expertise...”’
And much more.
We await an explanation. Meanwhile, it reminded
us that we have been writing to Ed Vaizey since
March, asking him to come clean about the real
situation with volunteer libraries.
Latterly, we sent him a starter list of 23 problems
they need help with. No answer yet.
So we’ve written again.

YES! WE’VE SENT YOU 2 COPIES OF THE MAGAZINE AGAIN!
We should have explained our thinking.
WE WANT YOU TO GIVE IT TO SOMEONE!
We want to spread The Library Campaign’s message.
And we want more members. We are doing more and more,
and we need more and more support. Please help us grow!
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Libraries are about freedom
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Recently Neil Gaiman gave the
prestigious annual Reading
Agency lecture in London. It was
widely reported. He had much to
say about children, and the
crucial importance of reading for
pleasure. Less widely reported
was his strong defence of public
libraries – and librarians.

He began by stressing the importance of
reading for pleasure. And he linked that closely
to libraries.
He – like many writers – haunted the public library
as a child. In school holidays, his parents dropped
him off on the way to work and he stayed all day.
And, crucially, the librarians made him welcome.

The Reading Agency is an independent
charity which is, in effect, the national
development agency that’s so badly needed.
It has a track record of 11 years of working
with libraries and librarians to reach more
people, extend their skills, find partners for
all kinds of projects. All this is built very
firmly around reading.
Its mission is ‘to give everyone an equal
chance in life, by helping people become
confident and enthusiastic readers’.
The charity focuses particularly on people
who need extra help to become readers –
children in their formative years,
disadvantaged young people, adults with poor
literacy skills. And much more.
Find out more at:

www.readingagency.org.uk

‘I had good librarians. They liked books and they
liked the books being read.
‘They taught me how to order books from other
libraries on inter-library loans.
‘They had no snobbery about anything I read. They
just seemed to like that there was this wide-eyed
little boy who loved to read.
‘They would talk to me about the books I was
reading, they would find me other books in a series,
they would help.
‘They treated me as another reader – nothing less
and more – which meant they treated me with
respect. I was not used to being treated with respect
as an eight-year-old...’
But are libraries still relevant today? To Neil
Gaiman, their value is very obvious.
‘Literacy is more important than ever it was, in
this world of text and email, a world of written
information.
‘We need to read and write, we need global
citizens who can read comfortably, comprehend
what they are reading, understand nuance, and make
themselves understood.
‘The simplest way to make sure we raise literate
children is to teach them to read, and to show them

‘Libraries really are the
gates to the future. Local
authorities, seizing the
opportunity to close
libraries as an easy way
to save money, don’t
realise they are stealing
from the future to pay
for today.’
that reading is a pleasurable activity. That means, at
its simplest, finding books that they enjoy, giving
them access to those books and letting them read
them.’
His argument wasn’t just about fiction. ‘I worry
that here in the 21st century, people misunderstand
what libraries are and the purpose of them.
‘If you perceive a library as a shelf of books, it may
seem antiquated or outdated in a world in which
most (not all) books in print exist digitally.
‘But that is to fundamentally miss the point. I think
it has to do with the nature of information.’
For most of history, he argued, information has
been rare and precious. Now it is created daily, in
vast quantities.
‘We’ve moved from an information scarce
economy to one driven by an information glut.
‘We are going to need help navigating that
information to find the thing we actually need.’
For many, libraries are their only way to get
online. That’s vital now that basic information about
jobs and benefits (and applying for them) is moving

A library is a place that
is a repository of, and
gives every citizen equal
access to, information.
It’s a community space.
It’s a place of safety, a
haven from the world.
It’s a place with
librarians in it.

A TALE FROM NEW YORK
Once in New York, I listened to a talk about private prisons – a huge growth industry in America.
The prison industry needs to plan its future growth – how many cells are they going to need?
How many prisoners are there going to be, 15 years from now?
They found they could predict it very easily, using a pretty simple algorithm, based on asking
what percentage of ten and eleven year olds couldn’t read. And certainly couldn’t read for
pleasure.
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Neil Gaiman’s is a voice worth listening to.
He is a writer who has achieved near-rockstar status. How many authors have appeared in The
Simpsons?
More seriously, he’s the man to change the mind of any adult who (still) thinks that graphic
novels are rubbish. His adult titles, including American Gods and the Sandman graphic series, show
just how very well read he is.
His children’s books include Coraline, The Graveyard Book (winner of both the CILIP Carnegie and
the CILIP Kate Greenaway awards) and, most recently, The Ocean at the End of the Lane and
Fortunately the Milk.
Many of his titles have been filmed. He has also written episodes of Dr Who!
Other awards include: the British Fantasy Award, the World Fantasy Award, the International
Horror Guild Award, four Hugos, two Nebulas, four Bram Stoker Awards, six Locus Awards, two
British SF Awards, three Geffens and two Mythopoeic Awards.
Obviously, his realm is fantasy. What’s so interesting about his speech is the clear line he draws
from fiction, fantasy and fun to the very serious issues of literacy, innovation, future development,
citizenship, equality – and freedom itself.
The full speech is densely packed with insights. Read it in full at:
http://readingagency.org.uk/news/blog/neil-gaiman-lecture-in-full.html
Find out more about Neil Gaiman and his work at: www.neilgaiman.com
■ Neil Gaiman

to online-only. For everyone, librarians are needed as
information navigators.
Ultimately, though, his argument was centred on
the real-life value of fantasy and fiction.

A TALE
FROM CHINA
I was in China in 2007, at the first partyapproved Science Fiction & Fantasy
Convention.
I took a top official aside and asked him
why? SF had been disapproved of for a long
time. What had changed?
It’s simple, he told me. The Chinese were
brilliant at making things if other people
brought them the plans. But they did not
innovate, they did not invent. They did not
imagine.
So they sent a delegation to the US, to
Apple, to Microsoft, to Google, and they
asked the people there.
And they found that all of them had read
science fiction when they were boys or girls.

He spoke of escapism as a very good thing in its
own right. But it goes deeper than that. Fiction acts
to ‘transform our understanding of the world and
turn us into citizens’.
It is ‘the gateway drug to reading’. The urge to
know what happens next keeps you reading ‘even if
it’s hard’.
‘That’s a very real drive. It forces you to learn new
words, to think new thoughts, to keep going. To
discover that reading per se is pleasurable.

Libraries are about
freedom. Freedom to
read, freedom of ideas,
freedom of
communication. They are
about education (which is
not a process that
finishes the day we leave
school or university),
about entertainment,
about making safe
spaces, and about
access to information.

PHOTO: KIMBERLY BUTLER

A TALE ABOUT
FAIRY TALES
Albert Einstein was asked once how we
could make our children intelligent. ‘If you
want your children to be intelligent,’ he said,
‘read them fairy tales. If you want them to
be more intelligent, read them more fairy
tales.’
‘Once you learn that, you’re on the road to reading
everything.’
Fiction also, he argued, ‘builds empathy ... You get
to feel things, visit places and worlds you would
never otherwise know.
‘You learn that everyone else out there is a “me”,
as well.
‘Empathy is a tool for building people into groups,
for allowing us to function as more than selfobsessed individuals.
‘You’re also finding out something vitally
important for making your way in the world. It’s this:

‘THE WORLD DOESN’T
HAVE TO BE LIKE THIS.
THINGS CAN BE DIFFERENT.’
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Questions for Locality
Trevor Craig talks to Steve Wyler, Locality’s Chief Executive,
about its role in public libraries
TC➤ Why has your charity decided to involve
itself in libraries?
SW➤ This is not a new agenda for us. Locality has
a membership of community organisations, and in
many case our members have long-standing
relationships with library services – hosting publicly
managed libraries in community buildings (eg Zest,
Sheffield), taking ownership of library assets and
securing capital investment to help upgrade public
libraries (eg Prudhoe Community Partnership,
Northumberland), taking over the management of
library services (eg Alt Valley Community Trust,
Liverpool) or calling for the establishment of new
libraries and managing them (eg Fresh Horizons,
Huddersfield).
18 months ago we began to receive requests for

support as local library branches came under threat
of closure and the option of community
ownership/management became apparent.
Locality members work predominantly in deprived
communities. We believe that people in those
communities are too often denied resources and
opportunities to fulfil their potential. We see literacy,
access to learning and education as one means of
redressing this. We therefore believe libraries have a
vital role, especially in deprived communities.
We also believe in the benefits of community
ownership and community self-determination. So
where there are local community groups who want
to try to save their library by playing a part in running
a library service, we will get behind them to the best
of our abilities.

WHAT IS LOCALITY?
Locality is ‘the leading nationwide network for community-led organisations’.1 It was formed in
2011 by merging Bassac and the Development Trusts Association, both associations for
independent community centres. It is largely funded by government, partly by member
subscriptions.
Locality has a large, confusing but very useful website. Much of it is open to all. However,
the information is mostly geared to people who – unlike most library campaigners – want to
manage and run local services themselves.
It has a whole section for ‘community organisations and local authorities exploring the
transfer of library services and assets’.2 This is part of a wider programme to support ‘multiple
asset transfer’.
In March this year it ran a day conference on community-run libraries. Many campaigners
and library staff attended. One message to emerge clearly is that volunteer-run libraries are
seen as an unwanted last resort both by library services and volunteers. However, a lot of
useful information was on offer. Much is still available on Locality’s website.3
Locality’s Libraries Community Knowledge Hub provides an ‘online platform and resource for
the community library network’, including toolkits, information, remote support and
networking.4
With the failure of government and the Arts Council to even acknowledge that libraries are
being dumped on to communities in their hundreds – and that this might change things a bit –
Locality is the only national agency doing anything to deal with the implications. Its ultimate
aim, however, is always full ‘asset transfer’.
Locality says: ‘We believe that library services play a vitally important role at the very heart
of our communities, and that “doing nothing” would come at a considerable cost. Hence its
'Community Managed Library programme’.
This aims to ‘support and promote good practice’. It includes work with both local authorities
and communities to ‘to develop strategic approaches to sustainable library service and asset
transfer’; supporting innovation and ‘synergies with related services and emerging
technologies’.
1 http://locality.org.uk
2 http://locality.org.uk/projects/community-managed-libraries
3 http://libraries.communityknowledgehub.org.uk/resources
4 2 http://libraries.communityknowledgehub.org.uk
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TC➤ You have received millions from the
DCLG (Department for Communities & Local
Government) as payment for implementing
government policies. What percentage of your
income is from membership fees, and what
from government grants?
SW➤ Yes, much of our funding comes from DCLG
and other government departments (eg Cabinet
Office, Ministry of Justice). We produce annual
accounts, so we are of course transparent about this.
Last year total government income from contracts
and grants was 80%. Membership fee income was
1% (NB: we have reduced membership fees because
of the financial pressure faced by many community
groups).
We don’t simply implement government policy. We
also draw on community experience to shape policy
where we can, for example on policies about transfer
of land and buildings into community ownership. We
also challenge government if necessary, for example
on the disproportionate spending cuts affecting the
poorest communities, or on procurement policies
which favour large private sector corporates.
TC➤ What evidence does Locality have
(quantitate or qualitative) that the social
entrepreneur model is sustainable, saves
money and produces as good a service as
council-run libraries?
SW➤ The community enterprise model, where
local community organisations develop and deliver
services and seek to achieve business viability, has a
long and honourable track record.
Some of our members have proved sustainable for
over 100 years, operating to this model. We publish
an annual survey of our members which shows that
despite the considerable financial pressures, our
members are by and large proving pretty resilient,
even in very difficult economic times.
http://locality.org.uk/members/member-survey2012/
With respect to community-run libraries, it is still
very early, in terms of the range of different models
which people are adopting, to be sure which will be
most resilient in times to come.
We recognise that, especially in deprived areas,
one or more of the following are usually necessary to
ensure financial viability: an endowment fund; a
transfer of assets capable of generating income; a
continuing financial relationship with the library
authority in the form of grants or contracts; access
to professional staff and resources from the library
authority; help and investment for the community
group to develop associated income-generating
enterprises.
From our point of view, community-run libraries
are not about saving the public sector money. They
are about providing a mix of services which local
people want, and which they can shape.
Do community run-libraries deliver as good a
service as council-run libraries? It is probably fair to
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say that council-run libraries are sometimes
extremely good, sometimes relatively poor. So it is
hard to make any comparison in general terms.
Looking forward, the questions will be: whether
community-run libraries can maintain or extend
opening hours; whether they can maintain or
increase numbers and types of people using the
library service (against the current trend of decline);
and whether they can deliver other added value
through related enterprise, volunteer activity and
community ownership.
We think the early indications are promising. But
they are still only early indications so far.
TC➤ What is the difference between
Locality’s mission and the Big Society?
SW➤ We are still not completely clear what the Big
Society agenda was. Government seemed to be
advocating different versions. One version seemed to
be that public services, and indeed much of the
voluntary sector (labelled by some as ‘the usual
suspects’), could be taken over by a new wave of
volunteers supported by wealthy private ‘venture
philanthropists’. We have spoken out on many
occasions against this.
Our mission is very different. It is certainly not just
about volunteers. It is to make every community a
place of possibility, through social action, community
enterprise and community asset ownership. This
means paid staff alongside volunteers, community
action alongside state action.
We have recently published a statement about
what we stand for:
http://locality.org.uk/news/locality-years/
TC➤ Is there any statutory service that your
movement and preferred model for libraries
(social entrepreneurs) couldn’t provide? Do we
actually need government at all to provide
hospitals, social care etc? Where is the line?
SW➤ We are NOT saying that ‘social
entrepreneurs’ are our preferred model for libraries.
We are saying that community-run libraries, where
possible including community enterprise elements,
should be a valuable part of the mix, to safeguard
and enhance library services.
That mix, in our view, stills means an essential role
for the library authorities. After all, our research for
Arts Council England [ACE] showed that the vast
majority of community-run libraries are not standalone but rather an active partnership, with the
library authority retaining important functions [see
The Library Campaigner no 85, winter 2013].
More widely, in respect of other statutory services,
we believe that we absolutely need government –
central and local – for public services. At the end of
the day, as elected bodies, they are the
democratically accountable safeguard.
Their broad public interest role means that they
should (for example) retain the strategic overview,
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■ Trevor Craig

■ Steve Wyler

protect the public, and ensure that provision is of the
highest quality possible. That doesn’t mean that
everything need be directly delivered by government.
There is no absolute line here. We believe that
relationships and partnerships are best forged at a
local level, responding to the fine grain of local
knowledge.
TC➤ Who is democratically accountable for
services provided by the social enterprise
model?
SW➤ For services delivered by community-run
libraries, it is worth remembering that councils
remain responsible for statutory library services
(irrespective of the provider).
Last summer when we conducted our mapping
exercise for ACE, we found that 95% of community
libraries are linked to local authorities – and to that
extent, they are still democratically accountable
services.
Community organisations use different mechanisms
to make themselves accountable to their community.
Sometimes through membership and elections,
sometimes through ‘participative democracy’ (where
in effect they conduct a continuing conversation with
users and local people, holding themselves open to
engagement and challenge).
But we recognise that – as with formal
democracy, where the voter turnout is often so low,
and the extent of democratic participation extremely
attenuated – participative democracy can have its
weaknesses too.
For example, we would not support a community
organisation which intended a community run-library
to limit services to a particular section of the
community, or wished to impose restrictions (for
example for faith reasons) on the books and other
resources held by the library.
TC➤ How can communities ensure that does
not happen?
SW➤ The overwhelming majority of communityrun libraries retain partnerships with the library
authorities, which are bound by equalities duties
when entering into such partnerships.
Locality would not support community initiatives
which excluded some groups of people, or failed to
respect the neutral space of a library.

TC➤ How many trained library professionals
do you have advising library groups?
SW➤ Locality is not – and would not pretend to
be – a library service. So we don’t employ library and
information professionals ourselves.
Our function is different. What we do is make it
easier to share knowledge and skills between
community groups who are managing community
libraries. There is a great deal of expertise of all
kinds within that network.
And we encourage community-run libraries to
engage with library professionals, in formal
partnerships with the library authority where
possible. It’s worth noting that 55% of those
community libraries we identified in the ACE report
benefited from professional paid library staff in
situ.
TC➤ Victorian philanthropy created a lot of
the public library network. Is your movement
not a return to this sort of service provision?
SW➤ No, we are looking forward, not backwards
(while of course wishing to learn the lessons of the
past). We do not believe that volunteers and private
philanthropy by themselves are the solution. We need
to build new forms of local community-public
partnerships.
TC➤ What stops the library service becoming
a postcode lottery under your proposed model
for service delivery?
SW➤ Our members experience a ‘postcode lottery’
all the time. In deprived areas in particular, there are
huge variations of employment opportunity, health
outcomes, crime and reoffending rates, educational
attainment, opportunities for learning, access to
youth and play services, access to advice, financial
services, and so on.
Locality sees the goal of our movement as helping
to make improvements in all these areas. That
applies to libraries as well.
But we don’t think that is best achieved simply
through standardisation, determined by centralised
bureaucracies. This approach has failed time and
again. We think a shift of power and control to local
agencies and local people is necessary, if positive
change is to be achieved.
TC➤ Should the 1964 Act be changed to allow
councils to hand responsibility for libraries to
communities?
SW➤ The Public Libraries & Museums Act (1964)
requires that councils provide a ‘comprehensive and
efficient library service’. We believe that this is right.
They should continue to be held to this.
But in our view that does not mean identikit
solutions. There is always a need to take account of
local circumstances and aspirations.
Sometimes partnerships with community-run
libraries will have a part to play in this.

* This interview was originally published on Trevor’s blog (http://questioneverythingtheytellyou.blogspot.co.uk) - often funny, well worth a visit any day!
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ACE meets The Library Campaign
Campaigners had a rare chance to talk to a senior public libraries figure on
Saturday 29 June 2013. Brian Ashley, the new lead for public libraries at Arts
Council England (ACE), bravely agreed to over two hours of questions at a meeting
arranged by The Library Campaign. He was due to start his job officially, in a new
ACE structure, three days later. So he was understandably short on details. But we
will pursue this vital connection. This account comes from Ian Anstice, of Public
Libraries News, edited by Laura Swaffield.

WHO’S WHO?
Confused about all these different library-related bodies? You should be! It’s one of our main
complaints about the current situation.
A whole muddle of different agencies are concerned with libraries in one way or another.
But there’s no single body that co-ordinates all this effort (and funding), or to help individual
libraries to benefit from joint initiatives. You’d think the DCMS might – but it doesn’t...
Turn to the WHO’S WHO? guide on the inside front cover to follow the story!

THE PANEL
1. Trevor Craig: Oxfordshire campaigner and owner of
http://questioneverythingtheytellyou.blogspot.co.uk
2. Desmond Clarke: became a campaigner when he became chair of campaigning group Libri, formerly
in very senior posts at Thompson Reuters and Faber
3. Alan Wylie: reference librarian, member of www.voicesforthelibrary.org.uk, owner of
http://dontprivatiselibraries.blogspot.co.uk
4. Ian Anstice: branch library manager, owner of Public Libraries News (www.publiclibrariesnews.com),
member of Voices for the Library.

■ Brian Ashley

BRIAN SAID....

I came here for a conversation. It’s not all
about me: there is a distributed style of
leadership in public libraries, like it or not. I’m
not entirely sure that super-heroes achieve
much anyway. We all share a desire for
libraries to thrive.
I have had 30 years managing and being
responsible for libraries. There is a
complicated landscape: national, community
politics, economics, social change,
technological change.
■ Some of the campaigners before the event. L to R: Library Campaign secretary Elizabeth Ash,
Reality has to be part of the theme.
panellists Desmond Clarke, Trevor Craig and Alan Wylie, Library Campaign member Andrew Coburn.
Libraries ARE closing. Libraries are opening,
too, but not in the same numbers. I won’t be
WHO ELSE WAS THERE?
one of those people who claim everything is
Library Campaign members present included the Chair, Laura Swaffield (also Chair of Friends of
going well with libraries – but things are not
Lambeth Libraries), the Secretary, Elizabeth Ash (a Croydon
in the extremes. Not everything is in crisis.
‘Between
campaigner) and executive committee members Alan
Money is one of the important factors.
2010 to 2016
Templeton (also of Camden Public Libraries User Group –
m
os
Between 2010–2016 most library
t
lib
ra
ry services
will lose 30 to
40% budget.
www.cplug.btck.co.uk) and Kathleen Frenchman.
services will have lost 30-40% of
The extent va
but few orga
ries
nisations can
their budget. The extent varies,
Library volunteers included Jim Brooks, of Little Chalfont
ta
ke a hit in bud
of that scale
get
and carry on
but
few organisations can take a
Community Library (run by volunteers for six years –
unchanged.’
Br
ia
n
hit
of
that scale and carry on
As
hl
ey
https://sites.google.com/a/buckscommunitylibraries.org/littleunchanged.
chalfont) and Hazel Robinson of Charmouth Library, Dorset (now one of
Moreover, organisations which in other
eight much newer volunteer libraries in Dorset – www.charmouthvillagelibrary.org.uk).
times could have given money are being cut
Also present was a mix of campaigners, volunteers, councillors and library staff from Libraries for Life
worse.
The DCMS lost 45% over the same
for Londoners, Haringey, West Norwood, Mayfair, Essex, Northamptonshire, Swiss Cottage, Ealing,
period;
the
DCLG 60%. There also seems likely
Waltham Forest, Barking & Dagenham and Highgate. Plus Joshua Farrington of the Bookseller magazine
to
be
no
return
to anything like the previous
and Chie Suga, a visiting librarianship lecturer from Japan. And there were a few listening in on the
internet.

... continued overleaf
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funding level for years to come. All the main
WILL ACE TAKE THE LEAD?
parties agree with the cuts.
Desmond said that with such big cuts being reality, imaginative solutions are needed. This
There will be no library development agency
needs actual, not distributed, leadership.
under the current government. Ed Vaizey has
Distributed leadership means no leadership.
said he will not do it, even though he had an
The different bodies, said Desmond, are all hobbled in different ways: the LGA has internal
aspiration for one earlier on in his career. This
problems; there is a very real problem with local authorities being even interested in libraries;
government is very much about fewer
the SCL represents local authority officers and can’t say much; CILIP is
quangos, not more. Leadership is distributed
almost becoming a farce (contrast the BMA and the Law
between the DCMS, local authorities, the
‘There
Society); Yinnon Ezra, the libraries advisor at the DCMS, is in
SCL, CILIP, the British Library and
style of
a distributed
is
or
it
e
the background. The 1964 Act says there should be an
es, lik
ACE.
public librari
in
ip
sh
es
er
ro
d
a
independent advisory body, but there is none. Both SCL and
le
perhe
ACE’s Envisioning the Library
tirely sure su
CILIP complain about the lack of leadership.
not. I’m not en uch anyway.’
of the Future research took
achieve m
Brian: A single leader’s merits is debatable - but there is no
place because ACE took over
Brian Ashley
chance of one until the election. There may be a library development
from the MLA. We did not have
agency in future, but it is not in my gift to say.
representatives before. ACE is absolutely up
Andrew Coburn asked if ACE is going to pull together the ‘distributed leadership’.
for libraries, but also has to learn.
Envisioning was part of this process.
Brian replied that ACE has the power to convene, to open up partnerships, encourage
Consensus was missing about what was
culture and creativity and to invest to support libraries.
happening and what to do, with mixed
The DCMS has said it will be involved. This means there will be sensible partnership
messages being given. There was useful
conversations, and Ed Vaizey has endorsed this.
activity, but it was not all in the same gear.
ACE ‘relationship managers’ will share factual information with the DCMS, but it is up to the
The research took so long because it was a
government how to act.
deep engagement with 800 people in face-toface and group research, as well as over
10,000 people online. It did take too long, but
HOLLOWING OUT
we are where we are.
Laura called ACE’s Envisioning report the
We heard loud and clear that someone
‘Pippa Middleton guide to public libraries’,
needs to stand back and emphasise the
with a quarter of a million pounds being
basics. These basics are: a publicly-funded
spent on finding out the obvious.
service, a trusted space free to enter, and the
And while it described the cuts as
importance of reading and information and
‘short-term’
and not to be taken into
culture.
account
in
the
research, they will in fact
Desmond Clarke
Libraries should be safe spaces (physical
have
permanent
effects.
and increasingly virtual), with an excellent
Alan Wylie said the report said that
range of stock and well-trained staff.
friendly and well-trained people are
They serve basic skills, literacy and
BRING BACK STANDARDS!
important – but it didn’t say they have to
learning, business, personal growth and
Alan Wylie said there is a lack of
be paid. Brian replied that this wording
creativity, health and wellbeing and also
standards and guidelines.
was deliberately intended to be inclusive –
access to democracy.
Several people called for the return of
volunteers are not a new phenomenon.
We will never be able to replace funding
national public library standards, which
Trevor said reports are produced that are
already lost. But we can support the
might also be used to interpret local
all the same as the previous one. Instead,
reinvention of library services.
councils’ performance under their 1964 Act
hard numbers are needed. For instance,
Libraries are brilliant things. We all have a
duties.
closing small branches doesn’t necessarily
role to play to reinvent them. We probably
Brian said that an updated version of the
save money.
agree on quite a lot, but often we focus on the
1964
Act may not be as desirable as the
3% or 7% we disagree on.
Elizabeth Ash said there needs to be a
one we have at the moment. E-books
basic offer. Hollowing out is a real concern,
(obviously not included in this Act) are
with libraries being open but not with
y
r
a
being looked at.
r
ib
‘L
adequate or trained staffing. This results in
o
t
d
When it comes to standards, he said, the
e
ne
less usage.
Labour
government had them – but even
services ocal sector
Alan Wylie pointed out Unison’s ‘the
l
e
h
t
then
they
were not uniformly seen as a
in
damage’ report (see The Campaigner no 87,
remain hey can be
good thing. They are seen by the current
ble. or go to:
so t
a
t
n
government
as not something it should
u
o
c
www.publiclibrariesnews.com/2013/06/
ly ac
l
a
ic
t
impose.
There
is no prospect in the short
a
r
unison-surveys-the-damage.html).
democ ing else is less
term of their return.
The report is very useful, and shows the
Anyth
A questioner from the floor pointed out
ic.’
t
a
r
c
o
danger
of hollowing out. People should
m
de
that
standards can be used as an excuse
ley
read it.
Brian Ash
to close libraries down.

‘Distributed
leadership m
e
leadership. Th ans no
ed
bodies are all ifferent
hob
in different w bled
ays.’
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WHAT IS ACE DOING FOR LIBRARIES?
ACE Libraries is, on paper, just five regional ‘relationship managers’ (dealing with all the arts,
plus libraries) plus half of Brian as libraries lead (he is also chief of the Midlands region). But,
he said, ACE’s research team will also do libraries stuff… and other people too.
Sharing best practice is already happening, and ‘will come together in time’.
Brian also said that money for ACE library development (note: this is not an authoritative
figure) is around £500,000 maximum, and it may be less. Within that, funding is already under
way. So far it covers:
➤ Reference Online, which makes online sources cheaper to all authorities [a national deal
started by MLA]
➤ the ask-a-librarian-online Enquire service [a national scheme started by MLA]
➤ The Libraries Development Initiative (a development of the old Future Libraries pilot
project). The results have just come in and will be published soon.
➤ Locality’s Community Knowledge Hub ‘but you have to pay for it. There are conversations
in government and ACE to make this free.’ [see Locality, page 7-8].
➤ The Culture Hive website (http://culturehive.co.uk) includes all best practice in the arts,
including libraries. [NB: it is purely about marketing the arts, and not very obviously
relevant to public libraries. We recommend instead: www.librarymarketingtoolkit.com]
➤ Enterprising Libraries, a business support service now in several towns
(www.gov.uk/government/news/new-support-for-local-libraries-and-businesses).
Promised for the future: a single point for
community organisations to go to (‘We
understand the need to support
volunteer libraries.’)
And ‘we will look to maximise
possibilities for libraries to use
Lottery money to deliver core
business’. Brian cited one
authority that has obtained
Lottery money to help people
boost their confidence and get into
Brian Ashley
work by working with actors.

‘If
just
e
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r
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r
a lib
, well,
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d
waits an
oing to be
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e
h
t
,
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e
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just done to.’

CAMPAIGNERS
Laura asked if library campaigners and volunteers are to be included in future conversations
with ACE. Brian said yes, they will be, but could not go into details as to how – ‘I will not
promise anything I cannot deliver’.
At another point he said: ‘The voice of the user needs to be heard, but that may not be the
the same as that of campaigners.’
Ian Anstice asked Brian what are the best practical ways for campaigners to help support
libraries.
According to Brian, the most effective thing for campaigners to do is to ‘hold authorities to
account’. There are already difficult changes going on. These changes need to be open and
straightforward.
Some councils have already been examples of best practice. That has been reflected in
relative quiet from the public where changes have been made. Others have not been as
open, and have had stronger voices in opposition because of it.
Library services need to remain in the local sector so that they can be
democratically accountable. Anything else is less democratic.
Alan Templeton noted that you get the user group you deserve. If you have
awkward users then you probably have an unresponsive council.
Brian said many local chief librarians have done a great job of positioning
themselves in the authority (eg, by channelling other services into libraries but still
maintaining the core service).
‘That is the route to success. If a library service just waits to be done to, well, then, they’re
going to be done to.’
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probably agr
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3 or 7% we
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Brian Ashley
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Middleton
Laura Swaffield

VOLUNTEER LIBRARIES
Jim Brooks is chair of a famously
successful volunteer library at Little
Chalfont, Bucks. He has met libraries
minister Ed Vaizey and other government
departments.
But he is absolutely clear on one thing: ‘I
am not a fan of volunteer libraries. They
should exist only when there is no other
option. We started running Little Chalfont
with volunteers when the council closed it
in 2007... There’s a strong impression
[now] that authorities are just shutting
libraries and saying get over it.’
In 2010 began ‘a flood of enquiries’ from
people desperate for help in trying to save
libraries by taking them over. Jim has now
helped about 130. There is no other help
available.
Nick Hurd (responsible for ‘charities,
social enterprise and volunteering’ in the
Cabinet Office) has recently provided some
funding, but too much work is still coming
to Jim.
The Library Campaign’s idea of a panel to
give advice to volunteers is good, said Jim,
but is it going to be paid? It’s lots of work.

‘I
am not a fan
volunteer libr of
They should o aries.
when there is nly exist
no o
option.’ ther
Jim Broo
ks, Little Chalfont
[volunteer]
Community Libr
ary.
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WHAT WE NEED
‘There is quite a lot of information out
there,’ said Brian, ‘but I do understand that
not all of it is available to you.’
Ian Anstice stressed the need for more
to be put online. This is a tremendous
force multiplier for one’s efforts (as can be
seen with Voices for the Library and Public
Libraries News).
There is also a need for a neutral source
of information, as all current sites are
biased in some way.
Brian said that The Culture Hive will help
with online stuff. The neutral voice is an
‘interesting idea... What is neutrality?
Everyone has an agenda.’
He added: ‘I don’t have easy answers for
you. If we spend a lot of time putting
everything online, we’d lose another
relationship manager and only have four.’
It was also mentioned that Labour is
having a policy review on libraries (see
www.yourbritain.org.uk/agenda2015/policy-review/libraries-innovation-colocation-and-partnership).
Dan Jarvis [then Labour shadow libraries
minister] should be asked to talk to the
Library Campaign.
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‘There
t
is no prospec
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in the short t
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of a return t
standards.’
Brian Ashley

BRIAN ASHLEY
Brian Ashley said: ‘What I take back from
today is how to bring back the voice of the
user. We already have officers [in the loop]
but not users. Thanks to you all, thanks for
a positive, energetic debate and thanks for
giving up your time.’

‘We
cannot comm
it to
campaigners
being included
in
advice, and I
will not prom
ise
anything I ca
nnot deliver.’
Brian Ashley

LOCAL LIBRARIES
Desmond asked Brian what outcomes he will use to determine his success.
Brian: ‘I would say that the way to measure the success of ACE is to see if in five years’
time libraries are seen as a success story and not as a crisis story. ACE is not providing a role
to the DCMS to superintend libraries and will not comment on individual local authorities.’
People in the audience said that cuts are continuing. By not spending on libraries, there is
an enormous cost to the country by not boosting literacy. Campaigners need someone to
ensure cuts are proportional.
They need someone to speak up. Desmond said CILIP should do it, but it doesn’t.
ACE, said Brian, recognises the importance of education and literacy. But ‘it is not the role
of ACE to be individual assessors. Our role is to pose searching questions: have you done
research? where’s the evidence?’
Someone in the audience knew of a library authority where the Acting Chief Librarian has
been in post for two years and has only ever visited one library, the one he works in.
An ex-librarian said that library campaigners should position themselves against all types of
cuts. Hollowing out is the crux. For instance, there is now no events development in the area
he worked in, now that staff have been lost.
Jim Brooks said: ‘My experience is that some authorities treat volunteers with contempt,
while others – such as Buckinghamshire, now – are exemplary. Is it part of your role to share
good practice?
‘For instance, there is a big variance in authorities giving access to their library
management system. I see a danger of it all turning into a patchwork network of parochial
local libraries.’
Brian: ‘We share best practice. But we cannot tell authorities what to do. We can put chiefs
together to talk and share experience.
‘I have personally sat in a room with two library chiefs, because I recognised one was nine
months further down the line than the other one, and could share experience.’

THE BRIGHT SIDE?
The audience felt that they work very hard
to keep libraries open. Sometimes it does
not work, regardless of the time put in.
Brian: ‘I recognise it’s not the same
everywhere, but good is happening as well.
People recognise passion when they see it.
Don’t focus on the bad and ignore the good.’

‘What
is neutrality?
Everyone has
an
agenda.’
Brian Ashley

LAURA SWAFFIELD
Laura Swaffield started the meeting by
saying it represented a fresh start with
ACE, whose relations with campaigners so
far were ‘something of a car crash’.
She was amazed that in his speech,
Brian finally acknowledged the reality of
massive, repeated cuts. This is what The
Library Campaign has tried for years to get
ACE to address, while its work seemed to
focus on anything except this central issue.
However, there is still much work to do,
to build on this beginning. It is particularly
worrying that Brian seems to see
‘campaigners’ as different from ‘users’ and
indeed ‘volunteers’. They are all the same
people!
‘The
e thing for
most effectiv
ld
to do is to ho
campaigners
account.’
authorities to
Brian Ashley

IAN ANSTICE
Ian Anstice ended by thinking: ‘The key
points I took from [the meeting] are that
there is no hero
coming to save
libraries, that savage
cuts will continue
and that the best
way for library
authorities and
campaigners to
cope is to be as
active as possible,
if libraries are
■ Ian Anstice
going to survive.’
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Return to
Planet Ed!
Yes, it’s time to revisit the thinking of our amiable libraries minister Ed Vaizey.
This time it’s via his speech to a Society of Chief Librarians seminar in June. We
see no basic change, beyond an even more marked determination to see the
bright side and nothing else ...
Libraries are part of the solution, not part of
the problem. Libraries remain a vital aspect of
the lives of communities up and down the
country.
More and more local councils are realising that
they can provide a hub for vital local services, from
adult education, to policing, to healthcare, to
community services.
So it is right to say that the solution for libraries
lies in their diversification.
My views on the library service are well known. I
don’t accept that the public library service is in crisis.
I never claimed that when I was in opposition, and I
certainly do not accept that charge today.
There are challenges, yes – the whole country’s
facing challenges – but this is not a ‘crisis’.
In many parts of England, the public library
service is meeting the challenges not only of the
funding environment, but also changes in
demographics and how people use – and want to
use – a whole range of local government services.
Authorities across England have been, and
continue to be, reviewing their library service
provision and have been consulting with their
community to ensure that the future library service
meets local needs.
Change
The reviews inevitably lead to change. They have
included library buildings relocating, revised
opening hours to better suit the requirements of the
local residents and the engagement of the
community in the managing and running of libraries
and closures.
I recognise that the outcome of the ongoing
reviews by authorities will result in further changes
in the provision of library services in England.
But the closure of one, or even a small number of,
library branches does not necessarily signify a
breach of the 1964 Act. Sometimes a library
authority will close a library to ensure a better, more
efficient service across its geographical area.
Although there have been library closures, we
have also seen the opening of new and refurbished
library buildings.
I am aware that since April this year there have
been seven new or refurbished library buildings

opened, including the new Rochdale Central Library
and the newly refurbished Coventry Central library.
What I primarily want to talk about is how library
services share their knowledge, skills and
experience – and their services – to continue to play
a leading role in the provision of a comprehensive
and efficient service which reflects local needs.
However, before doing so I want to reflect upon
the many and varied ways that library authorities
across England are meeting the challenges, how
libraries are able to deliver on the wider local
government agenda and the opportunities for
libraries.
Despite the funding environment, a number of
authorities have been looking to develop their library
service provision with either new or refurbished
buildings, or in partnership with other stakeholders.
This includes:
• LIVERPOOL – a £50m redevelopment over 3 years
of the Central Library. The new building provides a
number of new services that includes 15,000 rare
books; wi-fi access throughout the building, plus
150 computers and i-pads; play on the Xbox 360
or music through a Bose sound system; space for
children to discover books, plus a special area for
under-fives and a ground floor café.
• BIRMINGHAM – opening in September, Europe’s
biggest library, at a cost of £189m. Service
improvements include a new library management
IT system; RFID (Radio Frequency ID) and Library
of Birmingham online, as well as a range of new
facilities and services such as a recording studio,
BFI (British Film Institute) mediatheque, exhibition
gallery, outdoor spaces and performance areas.
• SOUTHEND – the Forum in Southend-on-Sea, a
partnership project, includes a brand new stateof-the-art library and learning facilities at the
heart of Southend town centre. This is a unique
£27m enterprise bringing together Southend-onSea Borough Council, the University of Essex and
South Essex College, and is due to complete in
August. The initiative means each of the
organisations will benefit from upgraded and
expanded library and learning opportunities, but
also will meet the changing needs of the
community and give better value for money.
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• EAST SUSSEX – a new £6m development in
Seaford, due to open in 2014, will include a brand
new library, day services for older people and
supported living flats.
• NORTH TYNESIDE – a new customer centre in
North Shields opened this year. Over £3m has
been spent to transform the old library into the
state-of-the-art Customer First Centre – which
includes a new library and the council’s customer
services, including housing advice.
So libraries continue to transform, but still remain
at the hub of the community.
There are many and varied approaches to
involving communities in the library service. There
are a number of positive examples of libraries
providing their space to help deliver on the
government’s wider community agenda, including:
• OUR BIG GIG: a community-led music festival
taking place nationwide, to bring communities
together to celebrate local talent and get more
people involved in music making. Over 300 events
were hosted at a variety of venues including
churches, museums, parks, pubs and shopping
centres, as well as traditional bandstands.
Libraries played their part, with Blackheath
Library, Leeds Central Library Exhibition Space, St
Helens Central Library, Lancaster Library,
Thimblemill Library Smethwick, Sandwell Rowley
Regis and Windermere Library Garden all involved.
• ENGLISH LANGUAGE COMPETITION: a £6m
competition launched by DCLG (Department for
Communities & Local Government) to discover
and support projects that can deliver innovative
and financially-sustainable community-based
English language programmes. A number of local
authorities have been identified as priority areas.
DCLG is interested in supporting programmes in
accessible, community-based settings such as
libraries.
• ARTS & COMMUNITIES: an initiative between
ACE (Arts Council England) and DCLG to support
and showcase good practice in arts and culture
that brings communities together to increase
participation, build common ground and make
people’s lives better. It is expected shortly.
DCLG and ACE investment of up to £400,000 a
year will support local-level arts projects that locate
culture at the heart of community life. Alongside an
opportunity to bid for ACE grants for the arts Lottery
funding programme, participating projects will have
access to DCLG investment to help ensure the artistic
impact also brings real community benefit, and that
experience and learning is shared to inspire people
elsewhere. Although Arts & Communities is not
directly focused on libraries, as local projects are
identified and developed it is possible that some may
involve libraries in some capacity.
• And, as just mentioned, let’s not forget that ACE
has £6m of National Lottery funding available
from their Grants for the Arts initiative. As you
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know, this aims to stimulate ambitious and
innovative partnerships between libraries and
artists and/or arts organisations, encouraging
communities to participate in cultural activities.
Fifteen successful applications to date include: a
creative initiative from SCL (Society of Chief
Librarians) in the North West and Yorkshire &
Humberside, a programme of high-quality reading,
writing and drama events and an interactive digital
portal built around the Rugby League World Cup and
associated themes for readers and writers.
ACE remains keen to receive further applications.
I would therefore encourage you to think creatively
and consider how you might take advantage of this
funding opportunity.
I am also aware that SCL is considering a major
bid as part of the World War I commemorations.
Libraries are well placed to host activities that form
part of the tributes.
Challenges
So, much is going on in the library sector. In the
face of the many challenges, libraries are continuing
to adapt and are striving to meet the changing needs
of their local community in an appropriate manner.
I want to talk and hear about how library services
share their knowledge, skills and experience.
I am not interested in micro-management of how
authorities group-buy toner cartridges for
photocopiers. Indeed some of the areas I find
particularly interesting might not actually make
significant direct financial savings but might deliver
a better – shared – service.
I’m interested in where authorities creatively look
at their offer and how it might in some instances be
better, more engagingly achieved.
Doing things differently does not mean resigning
ourselves to doing things badly.
There is a history of sharing within the public
library service, particularly around book selection and
professional development. Can it go further?
Local identity for an individual council will surely
not be compromised if behind the scenes the
computer system is joined up, or the buildings are
managed through a consortium.
If these and many more ideas are taken forward,
particularly where geographical proximity is an
advantage, savings could be made and services
improve.
I have been struck particularly around the sharing
of buildings, where the public library is seen as the
focal point for local communities.
Other public services sometimes only need
reminding about this regular contact with the general
public to see the huge advantage of sharing space.
If space, why not staff and professional
expertise – including possible links with the voluntary
community sector? In two-tier areas of the country,
increasingly District and County Councils are joining
up to share best practice and good ideas.
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I’m not suggesting that a solution which works on
the Isle of Wight can be magically exported to
Isleworth. There is no one-size-fits-all.
But there are innovative examples at work in the
sector which I would encourage you all to look at, if
you don’t know about them already:
LIBRARY PLUS – NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
LIBRARIES – is a major countywide scheme to
transform the service with a strong library core and
to grow it to include other county and district
services.
Seven already house Children’s Centres, others
offer joint operations to health, police, adult learning
and local businesses (the latter has been particularly
well received by, in the main, SMEs).
THE HIVE, WORCESTER – last year, it became
the first combined public and academic library, home
to the Worcestershire Hub, a partnership between
the CC and six district councils, using a mixed
business model to both fund and generate income.
ASHFORD LIBRARY – ASHFORD GATEWAY
PLUS, Kent CC and Ashford District Council – houses
full library facilities, civil ceremonies including
weddings and civil partnerships, housing advice,
benefits advice, paying council tax bills, tourist
information, adult education courses, free internet
for voluntary/community groups, CAB, café.
BOLTON CENTRAL LIBRARY – the central library
and museum building also hosts the Aquarium and
the tourist information centre. Following the
authority’s library service review, the opening hours
of the facility were increased, including opening on
Sundays and five bank holidays. These extra hours
have enabled more people to enjoy all of the services
offered from this flagship building.
WHITCHURCH LIBRARY IN BASINGSTOKE – a
lovely small library in a community centre, built by
the District Council with a river running through it,
run by Hampshire County Council but linked into a
host of other activities taking place within the
building and outside.
And of course, the oft-quoted and frequently feted
tri-borough [three merged local authorities in
London]. Where’s the next example going to come
from?
You won’t be surprised that with a localism
agenda, I am genuinely interested to hear more from
authorities who have both considered a range of
options for service delivery, which includes the
library service, and from those who have considered
and decided against a plan of action.
And I fully recognise the challenge of how
libraries – being part of the solution not part of the
problem – really generate a level of service which is
comprehensive and sustainable, whilst also achieving
ever-sought-for efficiencies.
If there’s more could be done, what might that
be – and what would it need in terms of support or
influence to make it happen? I look forward to the
conversation.

Oh, Ed!
Coalition ministers must see it as their duty to go
round saying that everything is fine. The Library
Campaign’s duty is to say otherwise. On the
opposite page is our account of the real situation.
The minister won’t admit there’s a problem.
A crisis. His speech shows that he is, instead,
standing back and just observing – while
councils all over the country struggle to find
their own solutions to the huge cuts they face.
It’s always been true that libraries are – and
should be – run at local level. And should focus on
local needs. But that’s not an excuse for leaving a
great big void at central government level.
The most striking omission in Ed’s speech is
any reference to the uncontrolled growth of
‘volunteer’ libraries. That is THE major national
trend.
Scores will become hundreds, offering what
they can, with whoever they’ve got.
Ed cheerily declares that ‘the solution for
libraries lies in their diversification’.
That’s not a solution, Ed. That’s our worst fear...
Gone for ever the nationwide network that lets
anyone walk into any library, and be skilfully linked
into all the UK’s books, libraries, information,
internet resources, education opportunities and
the whole public service ethos...
It hardly needs stating that ‘seven new or
refurbished library buildings’ does not stand up
against another thing Ed doesn't mention – a
probable 1,000 libraries closed (or lost to
council control) by 2016.
And the lovely new central libraries he lists?
Lovely they are. But, time and again, their
opening coincides with huge damage to small
libraries in the same town.
As the money runs out, many are seeing
bitter struggles to save them.
This is also true of some (not all) of the
schemes Ed lists as innovative uses of space.
And those super funds for innovative work in
libraries? They are general arts projects.
Libraries can be venues for these, just as any
other building could be. No big deal.
If the library has closed, or the bookfund is
slashed, or the roof is falling in, it’s no
consolation to be offered money for a music gig
or an ‘English language competition’.
The final irony is that £6m lottery fund
administered by the Arts Council. By definition,
lottery funds are not given for core spending on
salaries, maintenance etc that is councils’
statutory responsibility.
The 1964 Act that was meant to preserve
libraries now means they are left high and dry
as the cuts intensify and government scratches
about for extra bits of money. Oh, Ed!
Laura Swaffield
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The real picture
Back on Earth ... this briefing paper in The Library Campaign’s name
will be the basis for discussion when we, with other campaigners,
meet the All Party Parliamentary Library Group (APPLG).
1

advice/support for
individual authorities, or a
means to share best practice.

INTRODUCTION
Campaigners are grateful for the opportunity to
meet the All Party Parliamentary Library Group
(APPLG). We hope this paper will highlight
some of the issues that most concern library
campaigners, library users and the volunteers
who are increasingly being forced to run library
services. The needs of all these groups are
routinely ignored by government (both central
and local). It might also perhaps enable the
APPLG to discuss some or all of these issues
with the DCMS (the ministry responsible for
supervising and improving the English public
library system) and Arts Council England (ACE),
whose remit is to investigate how the service is
to meet the challenges of the 21st century.

2.1 When in Opposition the Minister
supported the idea of a library
development and improvement agency.
However, the DCMS and ACE now favour
‘distributed leadership’ (a concept that defies
definition), by means of a poorly-co-ordinated
mix of official bodies, agencies and a part-time
DCMS library advisor. Many resources deemed
essential by library users and volunteers are not
provided at all.
Public libraries have been the subject of
numerous reports and consultancy studies in
recent years including Framework for the
Future, Blueprint for Excellence, the two-year
Library Modernisation Review, the Future
Libraries Programme, the Libraries
Development Initiative and the most recent,
Envisioning the Library of the Future. It could
be argued that the sector has been overresearched, but has lacked leadership and
effective action.

1.1 We recognise the financial pressures facing local
government. Councils must make tough decisions
in allocating resources. Despite its statutory
nature, the public library service is often first in
line for cuts (and too often thought by decisionmakers to be a ‘discretionary’ service).
1.2 Campaigners acknowledge that not all
professionals have promoted the service
effectively, delivered maximum efficiencies or
improvements, or made the best use of new
technologies. However, there is also a failure
by both local and central government to grasp
the “joined-up government” agenda, insofar as
there is little appreciation of libraries’ impact on
the priorities of the public sector and of
national policies. These include health, social
welfare, business, digital access and education
(a human right in law, encompassing both
orthodox and digital literacy).
1.3 Also ignored is extensive research
demonstrating the economic and health
benefits of comprehensive and efficient library
services, available to all who wish to use them.
2

THE ‘LEADERSHIP VOID’
The underlying issue is what the APPLG once
described as the ‘leadership void’. Both the
current Minister and the Shadow Minister have
acknowledged the problem. There is no single
body that provides strategic leadership, or a
shared and implementable vision, or

There is a generally held view that the public
library service is in crisis, and the DCMS, ACE
and the Society of Chief Librarians are failing to
provide bold, imaginative and effective
leadership, or to advocate a powerful message
about the value of public libraries.
3

THE CURRENT SITUATION

3.1 The DCMS and ACE, surprisingly, do not monitor
closures or the transfer of libraries to volunteer
groups. They rely on data collected by CIPFA,
which is limited and is published many months
in arrears. The most recent CIPFA data is for
2011-12, when 201 library ‘service points’ were
closed.
The only up-to-date national information
service, Public Libraries News (PLN), is
provided by one individual, unfunded, in his
spare time. PLN publishes a comprehensive list
of closures based on local press reports. This
shows that at least 78 libraries were closed or
transferred in 2012-13, and a further 335 have
been threatened since 1 April 2013. This

suggests that at least 614 libraries will have
closed or transferred within three years,
matching CILIP’s December 2012 forecast of
about 600. For the current position in individual
local authorities the APPLG is referred to
http://www.publiclibrariesnews.com/about
-public-libraries-news/information
3.2 As the service can expect significant further
cuts in the next two years (2014-16), The
Library Campaign predicts that at least 1,000
libraries could be lost by 2016. This does not
seem an unreasonable estimate.
Almost all the closures will be branch libraries,
providing essential services to communities,
notably in deprived and rural areas and small
towns. This represents a radical change in the
whole concept of the service. Yet neither DCMS
nor ACE has addressed the implications.
Where libraries remain open, there is
widespread ‘hollowing out’ and deprofessionalisation of the service. Expert staff
are made redundant, opening hours and stock
reduced, building maintenance neglected,
outreach and specialist services cut, access to
information and national networks lost because
counter staff lack training. Often communities –
especially those most in need – lose many of
the benefits offered by a ‘proper’ library service.
Nationwide, people are forgetting what these
are. The damage will thus become permanent.
3.3. We recognise that a number of new or
refurbished libraries have opened. These are
mainly large central libraries, notably in
Birmingham, Manchester and Liverpool.
However, a few shiny, new or refurbished
libraries cannot disguise the nationwide loss of
hundreds of community libraries. Indeed, their
high costs frequently contribute to the closure
of branches.
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The number of library authorities in England
totals 151. This is a 54% increase from before
the last major local government re-organisation.
Yet in Northern Ireland there is now just one
single library authority. The Minister has
suggested that the number of separately
managed library authorities in England could
perhaps be reduced by 30%, a percentage
which some would regard as a minimum.

4.4 The Culture Minister has written to councils on
three occasions, reminding them in general
terms of their statutory duty. However, there
has been no government guidance to define the
‘improving’, ‘comprehensive and efficient’
service for all who wish to use it that is required
by the 1964 Act, let alone to ensure that every
authority provides it. Yet clear standards are
laid down in both Wales and Scotland.

3.5 CIPFA reported that the total operating cost of
the public library service in England was £896
million in 2011-2 with the main areas of
expenditure as follows:

4.5 Again there seems to be a lack of ‘joined up
government’ in failure to ensure that:
• local libraries are located in conformity with
the guidance on accessibility of public
facilities contained in the National Planning
Policy Framework, or in conformity with the
guidance on health issued by, for example,
NICE
• Nor is there any understanding that
accessible local branches are needed, if
libraries are to contribute to improving
literacy (including digital literacy),
education and access to the government’s
online services.

• Library staff and management: £484m
(54%)
• Buildings: £104m (11.6%)
• Council corporate services charges: £144m
(16%)
• Books: £55m (6.2%)
The main change in recent years has been the
very significant increase in corporate service
charges, funded by substantial reductions in
professional staff, book and material funds.
4

THE IMPACT OF CLOSURES

4.1 Announcements by individual councils that they
intend to close libraries have been met with
widespread local protest. Several requests have
been made to the Secretary of State to
intervene, using his/her powers under the 1964
Act, without success. This unwillingness to
intervene is surprising, given the Minister’s
support for a more active policy when in
opposition. It has led to a number of
applications for judicial review against local
authorities, based on procedural failures in
putting together closure schemes. As the CMS
Select Committee has said, library policy should
not be made in the courts.
4.2 Even where campaigners have been successful,
the reaction of the local authorities has often
been to remedy the procedural faults, but
impose substantially the same scheme.
4.3 The major concerns have been:
• failure to consult properly; that local groups
have been forced to save their local library
by taking it over, without proper support or
advice; and
• the impact of closures on the
disadvantaged: those living in rural
communities and those in areas of severe
deprivation (the latter group whose
interests the Minister strongly supported
when Shadow Minister, and which were
highlighted in the widely respected Wirral
inquiry, under the 1964 Act).

4.6 Ironically, the closure or transfer of small
branch libraries often delivers relatively small
savings. The big costs are in overheads and
infrastructure (and in charges for corporate
services). Yet the impact on rural, small towns
and deprived areas can be huge. Significantly,
there is no agreed or sustainable model for
volunteer-run libraries. There is no guidance on
core issues such as:
• health and safety;
• child protection; and
• compliance with copyright and data
protection legislation.
• The Library Campaign has given a list of 23
such issues to DCMS and to ACE, with no
result.
4.7 Nor has anything been done to ensure that
volunteer libraries are properly supported by
librarians or receive adequate resources,
including internet access, access to the local
library management system, printed books and
e-books. The lack of central support has
ensured much muddle and duplicated effort at
local level, further reducing any possible
savings.
5

THE SUSTAINABILITY OF VOLUNTEER-RUN
LIBRARIES
There is increasing concern that many branch
libraries have been ‘cast off’ by their local
authority without adequate support. Many are
not sustainable without adequate funding,
resources and professional support.

5.1 Many volunteer groups are struggling to save
their local library. They have no source of
advice except The Library Campaign
(unfunded) and the volunteers who run Little
Chalfont Community Library. The latter have so
far provided ad hoc free advice to 130
organisations (latterly with some Cabinet Office
funding).
5.2 The Museums, Libraries & Archives Council
(MLA) did flag up some of the issues relating
to volunteer-run libraries before its demise
almost two years ago. The DCMS has
promised to provide a report on the impact of
volunteer run libraries to the CMS
Parliamentary Select Committee before the
end of 2013. However:
• volunteer groups have already been
struggling with these issues for over two
years.
• Volunteer-run libraries may work, after a
fashion, in well-heeled areas, but are less
likely to do so less prosperous parts of the
country.
• significantly, some councils – such as
Bolton – have already concluded that
volunteer libraries are not the solution to the
problems facing the library service.
6

THE CLOSURE OF THE ADVISORY COUNCIL
ON LIBRARIES (ACL)
The 1964 Act requires an independent body to
provide advice to the Secretary of State. When
the ACL last met in 2010 it had eight members,
with a wide range of expertise. The annual
direct cost of the ACL was just £2,500. The
head of the DCMS library unit acted as
secretary.
The Minister announced that the ACL would be
closed, not realising that it was statutory. In
2012 he appointed a retired local government
officer as his part time advisor. This means
greater cost, but considerably reduced
expertise coupled with a perceived lack of
independence.
The DCMS has belatedly realised that the
decision to close the ACL will have to be subject
to public consultation, which gives an
opportunity to question its correctness.
To date, the advisor has not met any local
campaign groups or civic trusts that have
submitted formal complaints or requests for
intervention about their council’s plans or, it is
thought, even the councils in question. Perhaps
the advisor might be asked to explain his role to
the APPLG, particularly as there is a gap in
engagement with local communities which the
DCMS has not attempted to fill, seemingly
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managed authorities must get their act
together and find funding to invest in the
required technology (which is, currently, often
unfriendly to users). Campaigners note the
interest in the USA for Patron Driven
Acquisition (PDA). This enables suppliers to
give access to a comprehensive catalogue, but
make payment (to publisher and author) only
for actual loans.
9

CONCLUSIONS
This brief can give only a summary of some key
issues and concerns of library campaigners. We
believe that:

■ The new Library of Birmingham: ‘a few shiny, new or refurbished libraries cannot disguise the
nationwide loss of hundreds of community libraries. Indeed, their high costs frequently contribute
to the closure of branches’.

preferring to make decisions from the comfort
of its Whitehall offices.
7

THE ARTS COUNCIL’S INVOLVEMENT
ACE replaced the MLA two years ago as the
strategic agency responsible for public libraries.
However:

7.3 ACE’s libraries director recently met
representatives of The Library Campaign. A
report of that meeting was published, with
ACE’s approval, by Public Libraries News. It is
fair to say that there was considerable
disappointment with what ACE had to say,
focused on:
• ACE’s failure to provide any practical
support;
• the fact that after two years it is unable to
describe any clear plan of action for
‘improving and developing’ public libraries;
and
• the failure to list the outcomes that it hopes
to deliver.

there seems to have been some initial
confusion as to its role but we now understand
this is to ‘improve and develop’ public libraries.
ACE has only a part-time library director and
five regional relationship managers to support
151 library authorities.
7.1 ACE recently completed a research study
costing close to £250,000 (£222,814 – plus
undeclared internal costs). This repeated the
results of many previous studies. It identified
four traditional priorities, but specifically
excluded mentioning the cuts which will
fundamentally change all the report's
underlying assumptions, viz:
• place the library at the hub of the community;
• make the most of digital technology and
creative media;
• ensure libraries are resilient and
sustainable; and
• deliver the right skills for those who work in
libraries).
7.2 ACE has also published a report on volunteerrun libraries. It has been widely condemned for
its unquestioning acceptance of this fastaccelerating trend and its failure to analyse the
implications.

There is, therefore, some scepticism about
ACE’s level of commitment, its understanding of
the issues, its level of expertise in the sector
and its ability to deliver. In a recent BBC radio
programme, the director referred to the
desirability of amalgamating libraries, but the
problem demands far more radical solutions.
8

E-BOOK LENDING

8.1 A research firm has been appointed to
undertake pilot studies to assess the benefits
and impact of e-book lending in public libraries.
The results may not be known until late in
2014. This is a disappointment to many library
users and librarians, and will further weaken
the ability of public libraries to compete with
commercial e-book providers such as Amazon.
8.2 There is a need for a national e-book catalogue
and lending service. Otherwise 151 separately

• bolder and more imaginative initiatives,
many of which are applicable to local
government in general, could be taken by
library authorities to manage their
resources better, including controlling
corporate charges, sharing services with
other authorities, simplifying management
structures, outsourcing support services,
making optimum use of technologies and
implementing best practice; vested
interests in councils should not be
permitted to prevent consideration of such
steps and their adoption where
appropriate.
• despite the problems in many authorities,
others continue to find efficiencies and
improve their libraries to meet the specific
needs of their communities. There is a
woeful lack of research to identify the
factors for success. The current library
advisor to the Minister wrote that the
service is ‘variable’. Others argue that the
provision of a proper library service for
many communities is fast becoming a
postcode lottery.
• the APPLG in the past, together with the
current Minister, Shadow Minister and the
professional bodies, have discussed the
issue of leadership. It is clear that that the
very real problems faced by the service
cannot be ignored if we are to improve
literacy, education and access to
information, knowledge and the digital
world.
• there is an urgent need for all those
responsible for delivering a ‘comprehensive
and efficient’ public library service for all to
up their game. Austerity and cost-driven
vandalism must not become an excuse for
authorities to close libraries, transfer them
to volunteers or ‘hollow out’ the remaining
libraries. Superior solutions are available, as
some of the better-managed services have
shown. There is a crisis; it can be an
opportunity.
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Libraries Change Lives 2013
Three amazing projects vied for this year’s prestigious Libraries Change Lives Award
2013, from CILIP (Chartered Institute of Library & Information Professionals)
Now in its 22nd year, this award shows just
what public libraries are superbly placed to
do – given half a chance. In the past, it has
been the launch-pad for projects adopted
nationally, such as the hugely successful
Bookstart packs to get babies into books.
There’s less chance of that now, with public
libraries pretty much abandoned by central
government, and often fighting for their lives at local
level. But that’s all the more reason for reminding
everyone what they are all about.
You can’t get services like this ‘on the internet’,
or on Amazon. You can get them in a safe, neutral,
cost-free public place, where anyone can go and

where the staff are professionals connected to other
public service professionals ...
The winners were presented with their trophy
and a cheque for £4000 by broadcast journalist Fi
Glover. Philip Wark, Chair of the judges, said:
‘Libraries really do change lives.
‘This year we have three very different
examples of how they are doing just that.
Librarians and library staff are at the heart of our
communities, working tirelessly to help those who
need it most.
‘The CILIP Libraries Change Lives Award is a
fantastic opportunity to shine a light on some of our
many unsung heroes.’

■ CILIP Libraries Change Lives Award winners 2013 with the award judges and Fi Glover.

Credit: David Lake Photography and CILIP
RUNNER-UP: Dementia-friendly libraries in Kent
Kent County Council Libraries, Registration & Archives have formed a partnership with the Alzheimer’s
Society, Dementia UK, Age Concern and others. Together they have developed an innovative offer to help
people living with dementia and their carers.
These include ‘Read Aloud’ and ‘Pictures to Share’ sessions, helping to stimulate memory and provide
enjoyment. They have worked with Kent Gateways to develop a substantial library offer, to provide information
and signposting, to train staff and volunteers and to raise awareness of dementia in Kent and beyond.
RUNNER-UP: Reading and You
Kirklees Libraries and Information Centres are pioneers of ‘bibliotherapy’ – the use of fiction and poetry to
support people with mental health and wellbeing issues. Reading and You works in libraries, hospitals and
community organisation premises. It highlights the value of reading and libraries to inspire and engage people
who may be difficult to reach. They help those suffering from depression, bi-polar disorder, psychoses such
as schizophrenia, dementia and people with drug and alcohol addiction.

THE WINNER: Domestic abuse
– how Surrey libraries can help
Surrey County Council Libraries offers support and
guidance to those experiencing domestic abuse,
and to survivors of domestic abuse. It provides vital
information and resources in a safe environment.
Help is available for people who have experienced
sexual, emotional, physical, financial or violent
abuse, forced marriage or genital mutilation.
The libraries also work with frontline domestic
abuse professionals, to support them and jointly
develop services to increase awareness throughout
Surrey of the scale of domestic abuse in the county.
Highlights of the Surrey project include:
➤ Information through specialised book stock,
covering all aspects of domestic abuse –
dispersed across the county for discretion as
well as ease of reservation,
➤ Dedicated web pages and signposting to other
local and national services,
➤ Events for residents experiencing domestic
abuse, including self-esteem workshops, poetry
sessions run with a local survivors support
group and a poetry and art session run with the
local youth support group service,
➤ A domestic abuse survivors reading group,
➤ E-book readers and e-book downloading
training for residents in refuges,
➤ Raising awareness of the services offered,
➤ Forging links with the police, borough and
district councils, Crimestoppers and the
probation service,
➤ Increasing awareness of domestic abuse
among County Council staff.
Craig Jones, Surrey’s Stream Lead (Health &
Wellbeing), said: ‘We are thrilled to be given this
prestigious award. For us it is a privilege to be
working with both professionals in this field and
survivors who have had the courage to seek help.
‘We are grateful that they have let us into their
world, and given us the opportunity of showing the
relevance of library services.
‘Working together to provide support can help
empower people in a world of shrinking resources.
We hope that by continuing to develop our services
we will be able to create a greater awareness of the
issues and to contribute in some small way to the
aim of decreasing such abuse.’
Philip Wark, Chair of Judges, CILIP Libraries
Change Lives Award, added: ‘Despite the increasing
pressures placed upon them, our public libraries are
still doing vital work, and making a real difference.
‘With their dedicated staff, libraries are trusted,
safe and much-needed public spaces.
‘Domestic abuse is often ignored or overlooked.
That has to stop. This is a very powerful example of
how librarians are helping those who need it the
most. This really is a fantastic project and one that
could and should be replicated across the country.’
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No easy answer
We’re courting controversy with this one. Andrew Coburn argues that ‘cutting
central costs’ isn’t a panacea – and can distract from the real problems ...
too heavy (as I said, they do seem to be
proportionally higher in some places than others)
and therefore that authority A should do something
to lessen its charges in any or all areas.
This is a laudable aim. But, again, shouting about
the inequity in libraries will not be heard any more
than (say) making the point about children’s
services, or indeed about the authority as a whole.
And it’s hardly a great campaign slogan: ‘What do
we want? Lower central recharges!’
Getting the ear of influential and knowledgeable
councillors to examine the fine print may work
better – but that doesn’t seem to happen very often.
I have had over 30 years working in a local
authority, most of the time not very high up the
greasy pole but with my ear to the ground (how
about that for an image/ mixed metaphor?).
I do know that such councillors can be seen as
annoying by the officers they interrogate. They
probably succeed in putting the backs of said
officers even more firmly ‘up’.
On the other hand I have seen very effective
councillors in positions of influence who get the point
and know how to work the system, or approach the
officers to get some changes.
Or it could be that shouting about the recharges is
intended to expose the impossibility of changing the
way local authorities work (and thus ensure that
local libraries can operate in the most cost effective
and expeditious way). To which the alternative is
what?
Well, one possibility is a national library service
with local decison making. This, too, is not a new

proposition. If it were truly national it would
presumably mean only one personnel and payroll
section, one IT system and procurement exercise,
one set of governance and committees and one
property arm – amongst other things that currently
get covered by recharges.
The theory, as I understand it, is that all this would
support and create an infrastructure. Library staff at
a much more local level would run the service and
make the detailed decisions about what books to
buy, when to open etc.
It could work. It might well remove the recharge
burden. But my concern with this has always been
about true accountability. If there is a national
service how do I, as a local resident, hold the national
machinery to account?
And how would I be able to challenge or reverse a
local decision I did not like (e.g. if the service
decided not to buy books in a language understood
by many local residents, or not to serve a particular
community, e.g. travellers). It might never happen.
But if it did, what recourse do I have?
The library supporting/campaigning community
has to have honest aims and a realistic world view.
The current crisis in libraries is largely caused by
the reaction to the recession and its impact on local
authorities.
Shared services between authorities, back office
changes, self service etc may alleviate the lack of
money in some ways. But there is still going to be
less money available. Arguing for lower recharges is
to ignore the wider local picture.
Equally a national service, unless this or a nearfuture government takes a huge decision to remove
the service from local authority control, is not going
to happen soon.
We need to support local communities defending
their services. We need to argue that there is an
alternative national strategy for public services, and
to revive the economy.
It is to invest in jobs and services.

A little library quiz

by Andrew Coburn

1. Which President of the United States said: ‘... whenever those who seek power would want
to control the human spirit, they have gone after libraries and books ... libraries remind us
that truth isn’t about who yells the loudest, but who has the right information.’
2. Which local authority decreed within a month of taking over: ‘The library’s reading room
must be open ... from 8am to 11pm daily, not excluding Sundays and holidays’?
3. A British newspaper wrote in support of a public library: ‘A good library has been called a
winter park; it is rather a garden of delight where perpetual summer reigns.’ When and
why?
4. Who wrote: ‘If you have a garden and a library you have everything you need.’
Answers: 1. Obama (when he was a Senator addressing the American Library Association in 2005). 2. The Petrograd Soviet
(after the 1917 Bolshevik revolution). 3. 1852 The Manchester Guardian urging the burgesses of Manchester to vote for a
free municipal library. 4. Cicero.

So the editor wrote to me and said: ‘I wonder
if you might write something for the next mag
on the point you often make re “cutting central
services/recharge isn’t the easy answer to
everything”?’ I guess I should not dodge the
opportunity to make the point in a more
considered way.
But first a little bit of background. A number of
campaigners, both in their local struggles and
nationally, have been heard to say that if library
services were not having to pay money to their
parent organisation (ie, the council) for such things
as legal services, IT, finance and other things, they
would have a lot more to spend on the service to the
public. These are usually known as ‘recharges’.
When CIPFA (Chartered Institute for Public
Finance & Accountancy) publishes its summary of
statistics on library services and spending, it has
columns for those central recharges.
When examined over a period of years, these can
look terrible – for specific library authorities, and
when you look at many authorities together.
In principle if you look at somewhere like the
independent Upper Norwood Joint Library (at least
until the recent assault on it by Croydon, its joint
funding authority) you can see that such a service
will look leaner and have much less of an overhead
to bear.
Even for services which are fully part of their
parent authority, the difference in central charges
can be great.
My objection, at bottom, is that if the service is
part of the larger authority it cannot argue that it
should escape its share of the overall charges.
If it can, why should not the same be said by the
housing department, adult social care or any other
section which is part of the authority’s work?
The Library Campaign, before we became a
charity, had a manifesto which said (in part) that we
should not champion libraries against any other
service. That way madness (or at least division) lies.
If we say we should be exempt from IT charges in a service where IT is integral to what is done in
modern libraries – why should not anyone else say
the same? The local authority still has to bear the
cost. And if it does, then there is still no more money
to spend on libraries.
I suspect that the voices raised about central
charges know that what I have just written is true.
They may have one of two aims.
They could be trying to argue that the costs are
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